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Concussion Treatment – Blood Flow always works 

Treatment models for improving spine and posture function vary depending on the form, function and 

the targeted treatment site; however, one thing ALWAYS works when trying to treat, improve or repair 

damaged tissue, Blood Flow. Blood flow is necessary in all aspects of trying to repair damaged tissue, it 

is necessary in bringing fresh nutriment to damaged sites and it carries the unwanted toxins away from 

the injured site. Recently, much has been said and made aware of concussion injuries brought to light by 

the current Will Smith movie, Co ussio  po t a i g the effo ts of D . Be ett O alu.  

Dr. Bennet Omalu is the Nigerian-born forensic pathologist who’s o  hief edi al e a i e  i  “a  
Joa ui  Cou t , a d a p ofesso  at UC Da is. His sto ’s told i  the ook a d the fil  Co ussio .  He’d 
been in the United States only about eight years when he performed an autopsy that would shake his 

life as much as foot all shook the life, a d the ai , of that a  o  the autops  ta le. O alu’s 
diagnosis? A degenerative brain disease he came to call CTE (Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy) – in lay 

la guage, it’s hat happe s to ou he  ou pla  a spo t he e ou  head gets banged over and over 

and over again. 

Not all concussion injuries are sports related, they are common on the play grounds throughout 

America, prevalent in most contact sports as well as environmental and industrial accidents. With any 

injury, whether acute or chronic, there are similarities amongst soft tissue repair. When an injury is 

u de  epai  du i g the a ute  state, blood flow to and from the site is an absolute necessity if full 

muscle and tissue repair is going to be achieved. When the injured or damaged site does not mend and 

goes from Acute to Chronic, lasting damage begins if targeted treatment protocols are not addressing 

the site’s specific location. This is where most long term damage begins if not addressed correctly. When 

a blood supply is minimized or cutoff to an injured site, repair cannot be achieved. Lasting damage of 

the cells then begins, because without the presence of adequate blood flow, the tissue will begin to 

atrophy and/or die off. Chronic Fibromyalgia patients have what is called Fibro-Fog, it is becoming better 

understood that Fibro-Fog is a result of untreated acute state of the brains gray matter.   

When addressing Concussion injury there are consistencies. Most patients have suffered some form of 

head and neck trauma, addressing the neck and its curve is as important as addressing the tissue repair. 

There is so much written about the importance of motion within the spinal column. If motion is lacking 

in the musculoskeletal system then addressing, treating and healing of the surrounding areas and tissues 

will be minimalized significantly. Unlocking the joints of the cervical spine should be one of the initial 

treatment goals, allowing for proper blood and 

cerebral spinal fluid flow.  

The patented Pettibon Cervical Traction device 

has many uses within the Physical Therapy and 

Chiropractic industries, and its function is 

important in treating a variety of upper cervical 

issues.  
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As we have seen with the Therapeutic Wobble Chair, loading and unloading motion is necessary to 

deliver nutrients into and remove waste products from tendons, ligaments and discs.  The Repetitive 

Cervical Traction™ device not only puts the necessary motion back into the cervical spine, it helps to 

restore disc height and eliminate pain.  The Cervical Traction 

(regular or TMJ version) is designed to lower the cervical and 

thoracic spine’s resistance to mobilization and rehabilitation.  

Once the motion has been restored then curve restoration can 

be addressed. When the proper cervical curve exists, blood and 

cerebral spinal fluid flow at their optimal potential. A patient 

who is in an acute or chronic state of pain may not be able to 

tolerate spinal molding until motion has been restored in the 

cervical spine. 

Once the joints of the cervical spine are unlocked, spinal molding and curve restoration can be 

addressed.  

Spinal Molding was developed to 

maintain and restore the natural 

“  u e of the spi e. Whe  the 
spine loses its curves the body 

naturally loses its levers therefore 

functions like lifting, running and 

or any physical activity if limited.  

The Pettibon fulcrum program is design to utilize the natural curves of 

the body while specifically designed pillows either block or mold the 

spine to its optimum curvature.  

Spinal Molding should be done in a clinic environment and/or at home 

just prior to rest. The goal in the evening prior to rest is undo what the 

environmental stresses of gravity throughout the day.  

 
  

Pettibon rehab equipment is available for clinicians via www.PettibonSystem.com and through clinics for 

patients. Please email questions to: marketing@PettibonSystem.com.  
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